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BACKGROUND AND IMPORTANCE
Haemorrhoids are pathology which affects to a significant community and hospital pharmacy burden. In non-severe cases, topical treatment is usually selected(1). In this ointment are combined the three pharmacological effects mainly found in commercial forms through a simple manufacturing procedure, accessible to
the equipment and facilities of a hospital pharmacy laboratory.
The Parmaceutical Inspection Convention(2) published, in March 2014, a guideline to follow in Healthcare Establishments to ensure the quality of the medicines
manufactured in the pharmaceutical services.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Prove the adequacy and suitability of the application of the current guidelines to the elaboration of medicines in hospital pharmacy; by means of
an example intended to be easily transferred to other pharmacy departments.
Full development, as case study, of a semisolid pharmaceutical form, for
haemorrhoids treatment containing a vasoconstrictor, a local anesthetic
and a glucocorticoid(5). As well as, the analytical procedures(7) and the QA
system to ensure its quality.

Material: Ointment base: Vaseline, paraffin and levomenthol.
APIs (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients): Phenylephrine Hydrochloride,
Lidocaine Hydrochloride and Hydrocortisone.
Equipment: Electonic Analytical Balance Pinacle; Chromatograph Agilent® Series 1100 with Quaternary Pump and Diode Array Detector; ThermoScientific® HAAKE Viscotester 550.
The organoleptic characteristics and rheologic propieties were assessed.
Content homogeneity proved throught a HPLC validated method(3).
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-Study of the adequacy of the ingredients, materials, rooms, equipment and systems.
-Content uniformity assay (development and validation)(6): Chromatographic method capable to determine the concentration of each API in the ointment (previous liquid:liquid extraction), and the purity of each API after milling.
-Rheological properties assay: Density, viscosity and extensibility.
-Definition of limits of acceptance for each propery of the ointment.
-Sampling schemes for each of the assays.
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-Documental development and validation: Manufacturing guide (compounding), CoA (Certificate of Analysis) (final batches and raw, packaging and intermediate materials) QC (Quality Control), batch record document (compounding),
standard operational procedures (compounding, QC and QA(Quality Assurance)).
-Internal audits.
-Raw, packaging material and final product approval.
-Development of CAPA system.
-Stability studies design.
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CONCLUSION AND RELEVANCE
This work contributes to corroborate that the application of these guidelines in combination with International Conference of Harmonization instructions(3,4) is
both, feasible and convenient to manufacture medicinal products in healthcare establishments.
This metodology will be tried to implemented to more demanding medicinal products manufacture (such as tables and injectables) in subsequent and works.
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